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ABSTRACT 

This document describes the final version of the Hyper360 player technology OmniPlay, with support for 
automatic camera path and fused (360° and 3D) content. This is an updated version of D5.1 (released in 
Month 13) containing many new innovative results and a unified player architecture. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This is the final deliverable of the Player Technology implemented in Work Package 5 “Content 
Consumption”, which deals with the core developments with respect to audience consumption. 

It provides a description of the released versions of the player technology OmniPlay and of the player 
components for several platforms (Web Browser, Apple iOS, Android, Desktop PC, HbbTV and Virtual Reality). 

Furthermore, the Hyper360 integrated system includes advanced features like user active logging and 
calculation of overall statistics, multi-viewport viewing (called coalesced video) and the fusion of 360° and 
3D content via the integration of the Mentor component are described in detail. Additionally, it provides 
automatic camera path algorithms for users who prefer a traditional TV-like “lean-back” experience. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of the Hyper360 project is to introduce a complete solution for the capture, production, 
enhancement, delivery and consumption of innovative 360° Media and free viewpoint video (FVV)  formats 
to the OTT media sectors. Within the project, work package 5 “Content Consumption” bundles all 
technologies developed for the consumption and delivery of this innovative format to multiple platforms. 

In this document, the integrated software system and its two key technologies for content consumption are 
described.  There are two main parts of this document each focusing on key aspects of our solutions. 

 

Specifically, in Chapter 2 we describe the unified cloud-based player architecture of the Hyper360 player 
technology OmniPlay, which serves as the backbone of the Hyper360 media playback. It supports all standard 
features associated with 360° media experiences as well as innovative functionalities like automatic camera 
path generation, multi-viewport viewing and fusion of 360° and 3D content. 

 

In Chapter 3, the final version of the Hyper360 tool, called AutoCam for automatic camera path generation 
is described. This module automatically generates a camera path from an input 360° video, taking into 
account cues from computer vision based methods and measures of saliency including Artificial Intelligence-
based object and people detection, tracking, as well as compositional and artistic rules for framing and editing 
shots. 
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2. HYPER360 PLAYER TECHNOLOGY 

The Hyper360 player technology (OmniPlay) is a suite of players for multiple platforms delivering the 
backbone of the Hyper360 playback by supporting all standard media functionalities (play, pause, seek) as 
well as a number of innovative functionalities based on the free viewpoint media’s characteristics. As an 
example, two such functionalities are the integration of the 3D mentor in the scene and the automatic 
camera path. Based on the interest detection techniques used in automatic camera path generation, multi-
viewport coalescing of the 360° will also enable the concurrent viewing of different actions/events within the 
video that would not be possible to be viewed simultaneously. 

A key element of the Hyper360 playback technology is to support multiple platforms and delivery mechanism 
seamlessly. The following subsections describe each of these elements and their respective functionalities in 
more detail. 

2.1 UNIFIED PLAYER ARCHITECTURE 

In this section we present the unified Hyper360 video playback architecture by explaining in detail how the 
players interact with back end components. 

Let’s first briefly recap the overall 360° video publishing process. A curator designated by the Hyper360 client 
can (by using a dedicated console in the OmniConnect tool): 

1. Store in an appropriate AWS S3 bucket (currently one bucket for RBB and a different one for RTI) all 
360° native non-augmented videos. 

2. store in MongoDB all annotation data needed to render the overlaid objects on the 360° videos 
during playback; 

3. Upload in a dedicated storage area the native formats for such objects (i.e: video2D, audio, image, 
…). 

When one or more augmented videos are available, the play process can begin. 

A specific player is started, and it begins by interacting with several OmniCloud components. 

The first one is a video streaming server (AWS Media Services) which streams the source 360° native non-
augmented background video by calling a video-specific URL. 

On top of this video other OmniCloud infrastructure components take care of: 

• adding the overlay objects on specific positions and timing over the 360° video (i.e. shapes, 2D videos, 
audio, HTML pages, multiline texts, images, metadata) 

• managing all user interface actions (on click, on double click,) that trigger specific events when 
performed on specific hotspots. 

• adding one or more 3D mentor layers, if present. 
 

This interaction makes use of a set of specifically designed Rest API (OmniCloud playback Rest APIs). 

In addition to this core performance, OmniCloud also provides features to dynamically highlight (i.e. blinking, 
resizing, …) hotspots of likely interest for the user watching the video. The interest is dynamically computed 
by a recommender system designed and realized by CERTH able to infer likely user preferences on the basis 
of past user navigation data collected during past video fruition experiences by OmniCloud (the data 
gathering and preprocessing of raw fruition data is a result by FOKUS). 
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Figure 1 ENG Overall Client and Server architecture 

 

By using this operational architecture all players enable the user experience by performing a set of simple 
preliminary actions (that happen on all players): 

• Login procedure (Figure 2) 

 
Figure 2 ENG Example screenshot of the Web Player for PC - Login procedure 

The UI for the logging procedure may be different depending on the device (e.g.: Android, iOS ) . The 
Figure 2 shows the UI to log in for Web Player for PC. 

• Video choice (currently a video list, organised along thematic sections) 

For the video choice the UI may be different depending on the device (e.g.: Android, iOS) 
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Figure 3 ENG Example screenshot of the Web Player for PC – Video list in operation with RTI content 

 

Obviously, when a specific video is started the interactive action/events that fully manage the interactive 
experience are dependent on the specific device and player, which  is described in detail the following 
sections. 

2.2 WEBGL / HTML5 PLAYER 

The Web Player for PC browsers is based on an open-source 3D library, ThreeJS, leveraging the WebGL and 
HTML5 technology standards. Our Web Player manages all the 360° video files annotated with OmniConnect 
Web, requiring just a PC browser with HTML5 and WebGL support. 

OmniConnect Web, when used to create an augmented 360° video, stores annotation data in our databae, 
without requiring any change to the original 360° source video. This architectural choice not only makes it 
easier to create and manage different augmented configuration for the same source file, but also drastically 
reduces the amount of processing needed for playing since the Hotspots are managed by invoking 
appropriate Rest APIs call to get the relevant data, only if and when they are displayed. This architectural 
choice may allow a future (industrialisation of results) feature by which a user will be able to switch from one 
augmented configuration to a different one, without the need to refresh the background 360° video. 

 

The main actions that the WebGL HTML5 player executes to display an annotated 360° video can be 
summarized in the following steps: 

1. Create a 3D sphere placed as the main central background of the scene and wrap on its internal 
surface the 360° video as a texture. 

2. Place a virtual at the center of the sphere to give the possibility to gaze on any direction he wants. 
3. Manage the standard player commands (i.e. play, stop, pause, …) for human interaction. 
4. call the cloud-based backend (via REST APIs call) to get all data needed to: 

• render the objects overlayed on the 360° video (i.e. shapes, 2D videos, audio, HTML pages, texts, 
images, metadata) 
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• manage the user actions (on click, on double click,) that trigger the specific events associated 
with the HotSpot. 

The Web Player integrates (via RESTful API) the recommendation engine, to dynamically highlight (i.e. 
blinking, resizing, …) the hotspots of likely interest for the user watching the video (based on previous 
interaction data). 

In addition to this, the Web Player invokes a specific set of REST APIs to integrate the 3D mentor. To overlay 
a 3D mentor layer on any 360° we use a video Chroma Key composition technique. The video fragment 
featuring the 3D Mentor is produced by CERTH by using a background in a specific colour hue; this fragment 
is treated by OmniConnect web like any other hotspot (e.g. by defining an appear and disappear on the 
timeline), then the background mentor colour is dynamically replaced by the main video during playback. 

Currently the web player is accessible at the following link: https://hyper360.omniplayerweb.eng.it/ 

When accessing this link, the user will be asked for his credentials (a user-id) to access a list of available 360° 
augmented videos. However, at the moment, all available content is still reserved for internal partner use, 
and hence access will only be granted upon motivated request. 

By clicking on one of the 360° videos augmented in the list, the video starts and a message appears on screen 
asking the user whether he wants the recommendations service to be activated (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4 ENG Example screenshot of the Web Player for PC – Recommendation service 

Below we provide three examples to give an immediate perception about how our PC Web Player deals with 
annotated object triggered by events. 
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1. “Additional text” overlaid to a 360° video triggered by an event 

Figure 5 shows a personal trainer explaining the use of a “delts machine” and a few icons (annotated objects) 
overlaid on the 360° source video. The icons and the personal trainer (the latter by using a transparent 
hotspot shape), are all connected to events (one or more) able to trigger new actions. The image on the right 
(Figure 6), instead, shows the additional text that appears overlaid on the 360° source file when the user 
clicks on the personal trainer. 

 

2. “Web Page” overlaid to the 360° video triggered by an event 

Figure 7  shows several sofas (again covered by an invisible hotspots) connected to events (one or more) 
able to trigger new actions. The image on the right (Figure 8), instead, shows a Web Page appearing overlaid 
to the 360° source file when the user clicks on a sofa. 

  

 

 

 

Event 

 
Figure 5: Web Player screenshot – 360° video with 

annotation objects overlaid  
Figure 6: Web Player screenshot – The “additional 
text” object overlaid on the 360° video triggered by 

an event 

 

 

 

Event 
 

 
Figure 7: Web Player screenshot – 360° video with 

annotation objects overlaid 
Figure 8: Web Player screenshot – The “Web Page” 

object overlaid on the 360° video triggered by an 
event 
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3. 2DVideo generated by an event 

Figure 9 shows a blue big screen “Grande Fratello” connected to events (one or more) able to trigger new 
actions. The image on the right (Figure 10), instead, shows the playback of a 2D video that appears overlaid 
to the 360° source file when the user clicks the big blue screen. The 2D video player shows configurable 
controls for user interaction (in this specific case the director decided to make available the “close” command 
only). 

 

In addition to the examples above, it is worth noting that it is always possible to play a new 360° video by 
triggering it from any event connected to any object. It is also possible to define, during the annotation phase, 
both the exact starting time and initial view direction for the new 360° video playback. 

 

  

 

 

 

Event 
 

 
Figure 9:  Web Player screenshot – 360° video with 

annotation objects overlaid 
Figure 10:  Web Player screenshot – The “2D video” 

object overlaid on the 360° video triggered by an 
event 
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2.3 DESKTOP / ANDROID / IOS / VIRTUAL REALITY 

The initial OmniPlayer releases (in D5.1) used for concept refinement and early feature demonstrations, 
included dedicated Desktop, iOS and  Android prototype players, each based upon a and separate code basis. 
As an example, the iOS version was developed in Xcode, the Desktop in Unity and the Android in native 
Android Studio.  Subsequently, a decision was made to deliver a unified code basis for our players and benefit 
from cross-platform development with a particular eye on VR experiences and the Extended Reality (XR) 
application domain. In the XR world, currently there are two well-supported and generally accepted 3D 
engines. Besides Unity3D, Unreal is a second, equally capable and strongly supported possibility. The decision 
to build our system in Unity3D over Unreal was based primarily on the licensing models associated with these 
products. 

 

The conversion to Unity opened up the possibility to seamlessly support multi-platform experiences. For the 
final releases of the mobile players, this primarily means an Android and IOS release based on the finalized 
integrated  Hyper360 Cloud-based delivery (see above), a separate and customized compilation with branded 
elements of the two Hyper360 user partners (MediaSet and RBB) for Virtual Reality platforms such as HTC 
Vive, Occulus and DayDream as per the End users’ requirements, and finally a quick migration to macOS 
(Apple's Unix-based Desktop). However, cross-platform development is not an automatic process, thus 
solutions that run and compile in the Unity Editor, often do not run the same way when compiled in the 
executables for each platform. Therefore, material shaders and custom algorithms implemented in vertex 
and compute shaders will also have platform-related limitations due to various graphics standards and 
implementation levels as well. 

Figure 11: Hyper360 cross-platform player in Unity3D development environment 

 

A brief demonstration of the integrated Hyper360 Omniplayer running in VR mode on a HTC Vive can be 
found in the following video: 

 https://hyper360.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/D5.3_Hyper360_IntegratedOmniplayer_HTCVive.mp4 
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The IOS, Android and Desktop players all operate in the same manner as the VR module demonstrated in the 
above referenced VR video. Of course, there are minor differences in the interaction modalities allowing 
users to control the experience by to pointing, clicking, or simply looking at visual elements in the 3D scene, 
depending on the available modalities of the selected platforms. 

  

Advanced features and playback capabilities of the OmniPlayer allow end users to design and deploy 
interactive content where the visual experience is further enhanced (e.g. stereoscopic 3D-360°) and/or 
complemented with spatial-, multi-channel and binaural audio for better navigation and creative/dramatic 
guidance. Furthermore, for the Mentor Integration we implemented a dual 4K playback pipeline (one 4K 
video for the 360 content and one 4K video for the mentor layer), which, however, poses decoding and speed 
challenges on some mobile devices. Finally, using this dual 4K pipeline we have also developed an Augmented 
Reality Interactive Mentor that allows yet another key interactive modality to be addressed by end users 
and future content creators1.  This is demonstrated in the following video: 

https://hyper360.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/D5.3_Hyper360_OmniPlayer_MentorIntegration.mp4 

 

NOTE: The 3D stereoscopic recordings offer the opportunity to reconstruct the equirectangular depth field 
surrounding the 360° camera, a feature which is vital for more complex mentor integration tasks including 
partially covered views (refer to D3.3 for more detail). 

 

While the Unity3D development environment supports multiple platforms and practically all advanced 
devices, in recent releases the Web Player support was discontinued. This is the reason, why the consortium 
developed its own HTML5 web-player in conjunction with the on-line content editor and preview tool (see 
above). Similarly, HbbTV technology also requires special features that needed to be implemented in a stand-
alone mode (as discussed below). 

 

In addition, to protect personal data and address privacy as well as security concerns, the IOS and Android 
versions now also require the application content coming from secure servers via SSL.  This required the 
central cloud-based Hyper services to be migrated, causing minor delays in the deployment and testing.   

 

2.4 SMART TV PLATFORMS (HBBTV) 

In most 360° video applications, the equirectangular (or sometimes cube mapped) video is projected on a 
virtual sphere (or cube) and a virtual camera provides the video stream that is presented to the viewer. For 
native applications, the virtual sphere is often rendered using OpenGL, for web applications, WebGL is the 
most common platform. This mapping from the full equirectangular video to the field-of-view of the user 
happens on the client device to allow for quick reactions to user activities. This fast reaction is especially 

 
1 At the time of this report, not all advanced features are fully utilized by End User content. 
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critical for use in immersive devices (VR glasses), where even small visual lag can cause discomfort to the 
user. 

 

On TVs, however, the situation is different. HbbTV based televisions, as well as most set-top boxes or “HDMI-
Sticks” (like FireTV) do not provide the necessary hardware to support in-device rendering of video 
projections. TVs do not have 3D supporting graphics hardware and, in most cases, they are not sufficiently 
powerful to perform 3D rendering in software. Usually the video layer is also handled separately from 
graphics overlays, so that code running on a TV does not have direct access to the video stream, and hence 
no capability of modifying the stream at all. 

 

Video pre-rendering on server 

To compensate for this, 360° videos are pre-rendered for TV use. A series of different views are selected and 
the video for each of this views is rendered as a regular video (in most cases using the HD format 1920x1080). 
While the specific views used depend on the source material, typically 30° steps horizontally and vertically 
are rendered.  A 360° source video then results in 84 individual field of view videos. These are 12 horizontal 
field of views, to cover the 360° video in 30° steps, rendered at elevation angles of 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, -30°, -60° 
and -90° each, resulting in a total of 84 (7x12) individual pre-rendered views. 

 

As switching between this videos, for example form a horizontal view of 30° to 60° would introduce a visually 
irritating jump, additional videos are rendered that show a ‘pan’ of the virtual camera between these fixed 
views. The length of such a ‘pan’ can be freely defined, but is in most cases a half or a full second. 

 

If the viewer presses, for example, the ‘right’ button at any point during the video, the current view (for 
example 30°) plays to the end of the current time period (for simplification we assume that the video has 
been rendered in one second segments), in this case to the end of the current second, then a video segment 
panning to 60° is shown for the next second, after which the view from 60° will be presented. 

 

The transition videos (sideward or up/down pan) add another 312 videos, which need to be pre-rendered. 
Essentially, for each of the fixed view videos, four transition videos need to be provided (up, down, left, right). 
The number of videos to be rendered is not exactly the number of fixed view videos multiplied by four, as 
the vertical 90° and -90° videos do not have any upwards, respectively downwards, transitions, so there are 
2x12 fewer videos to render. 

 

In total, a 360° video with 30° viewing angles will require 396 individual pre-rendered (HD-)videos for TV 
consumption. 

 

Most real scenarios use fewer videos. Typically, the up/down transitions are not rendered, as a visual ‘jump’ 
in that direction seems acceptable to the viewer. Looking directly upwards or downwards (90° and -90°) often 
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provides nothing visually interesting (except for the sky and the camera tripod), so these views are not 
rendered. In some scenarios, such as Biathlon, only a horizontal panorama view contains visually interesting 
material, so only 36 videos are rendered (12 fixed views at 30° angles and the left/right transitions for each). 

 
Figure 12: FOKUS – HbbTV pipeline (see text). 

While pre-rendering creates significant overhead on the server side and requires larger storage capacities, it 
scales well for use cases with a large amount of viewers, which are typical for broadcaster’s applications. 
Storage space is, comparatively, inexpensive, while transfer costs are usually higher. Simplified, with pre-
rendered videos, there is no need to transfer the original 360° video, which is usually 4k, to every client. It is 
just necessary to transfer the current HD view to each television or other video client, saving a factor of 
(roughly) four on transmission costs. 

 

Additionally, the play-out structure is identical to the regular IP video playout. There is nothing 360° specific 
to the playout, allowing the use of established playout infrastructures and technologies. 

 

Client side handling 

The viewer’s experience is similar to the experience with other video streaming applications. While a delay 
between interaction on a tablet or smartphone of up to a second would be unacceptably slow (and disastrous 
on a VR device), such a delay after a key press on a remote control is common for most interactive TV services. 
In addition, there is no ‘natural’ correspondence between the press of a remote control button and a rotation 
angle. On a VR device, it is expected that the change of view closely corresponds to a change of head 
direction, i.e. if the users turns the head by 27°, it is expected that the view rotates by 27°. When using 
directional sensors on tablets or smartphones, the same behaviour is expected. If the user employs ‘swiping’ 
to rotate the view, there is no direct correspondence between the swiping and the degrees turned, but the 
expectation is that an object ‘stays under the finger’, so if, for example, a viewer puts the finger on a tree in 
a scene and then moves the finger to the lower left corner of the screen, the view will rotate in such a way 
that the tree will end up in the lower left corner. 
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TV usage, in contrast, has no such expectations. The viewer expects that the view will turn ‘right’ on pressing 
the corresponding button, but without any assumption on how far right the view will turn or how fast, making 
the pre-rendered approach acceptable to TV viewers. 

Technically, the client, as well as the client-server communication, can be fairly simple. All the client needs 
to be able to is to be aware of the current horizontal and vertical viewing direction, the current video position 
and the available steps (horizontally and vertically, as well as time-steps). And the client needs to be able to 
receive remote control button input from the viewer in four directions. 

 

All the client needs to do is, upon keypress, to determine the next video to play and request it from the 
server. This can be done using DASH manifests, but often just a fixed naming scheme (such as 

  
“<VideoID>-<horizontal angle>-<vertical angle>-<seconds into video>.ts”)  is used. 

The simplicity of the client (and the client-server communication) makes it easy to use the 360° video player 
on a wide range of devices, including a FireTV stick, as the main requirements are the capability of the device 
to play regular HD videos and be controllable via remote control, which is true for all TVs, set-top boxes and 
HDMI sticks), plus the capability of running small programmes supporting minimal functionality. 

While response speed, rotation speed and available viewing angles are not critical for viewer acceptance, 
smooth running video is. 

Especially on TV screens, viewers are not willing to accept degradations in the video playback, most notably 
black frames and video freezes. Video segments need to follow each other seamlessly. Conveniently, as 
playing digital videos is the primary purpose of TVs, this is something TVs generally excel in, as their internal 
architecture is optimized for this. 

There is a case, however, where this is counterproductive. TVs often employ a large buffer when playing IP 
based video to compensate for irregularities on the transmission line. HbbTV, as a standard, does not allow 
buffer control. This lead to the effect on early HbbTV models, that the reaction speed to user interaction was 
primarily defined by the buffer size. In one early high-end TV, this meant that it took about ten seconds after 
a key-press by the user until the change of viewing angle became visible. 

Newer HbbTV devices include the Media Source Extensions API (MSE), which allows buffer control. While 
MSE also provides other functionality, the only use of the 360° TV player is to flush the video buffer, allowing 
for sub-second reaction times on user key presses. 

While MSE is not part of the HbbTV 1.5 standard itself, most manufacturers of HbbTV devices included MSE 
when they upgraded their devices to HbbTV 1.5 and it is available in almost all HbbTV devices produced after 
2017. 

As a welcome side effect of the need to stitch arbitrary video segments seamlessly to create a continuous 
video without artefacts, switching between different video streams, either alternative 360° videos or regular 
fixed-perspective videos, does not provide additional challenges, as this utilizes the same technology. 

For current devices, the video content is played on a dedicated ‘video layer’, which is different from the 
interactive layer. All interactive elements (buttons, graphics, texts) are separately placed on the interactive 
layer above the video.  
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2.5 MENTOR INTEGRATION 

Integrating the Mentor with the rest of the Hyper360 pipelines involves first capturing a Free-Viewpoint 
Video (FVV) of the performer and converting it into a rigged and skinned 3D asset, using the CapTion toolset’s 
3D capturing and performance capturing software. The last step is the fusion of the 3D Mentor with the 360o 
production. This involves using CapTion’s 360° Fusion tool. Used as an editing tool, 360° Fusion gives the 
ability to the user to place the Mentor in a desired position in the omnidirectional video. The user can 
download the video from the OmniConnect’s database and start editing (Figure 13). The final output of the 
360° Fusion software is a video layer (with the same specifications as the original one) with only the Mentor 
visible and the rest of the background video coloured in green (Figure 14). The user can upload the output to 
the OmniConnect database “connecting” the fused video layer with the original one. This video layer will be 
chroma-keyed during playback and editing in OmniConnect web annotation tool and subsequently in the 
players. 

 
Figure 13: 360 Fusion software environment 
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Figure 14: 360 Fusion output: The original video with its background rendered in green color for chroma-keying 

 

2.6 USER ACTIVITY LOGGING AND STATISTICS FOR ADAPTATION   

The Hyper360 OmniPlayer provides several mechanisms that collect user interaction data to drive the 
adaptation processes.  Specifically, records viewer activity via invisible bounding boxes as a set of objects of 
interest as defined in the metadata structures in the form of a dense set of annotated visual elements. All 
these elements are stored within the program as visual elements appearing of a given size and Yaw/Pitch/Roll 
orientation and thus in a particular moment of an an interactive session, the player can determine if the user 
is “looking at” an object or not.  This information is stored in a local database as follows: 

 

Raw Data is logged in every render cycle. Each line stores a time-stamped  set storing viewing direction and 
field of view of the camera. Additional PHP logging for a remote database is also supported allowing the 
system to be configured for remote data capture. 

 

Object Exposure Data is triggered when a 3D element enters the field of view or satisfies certain viewing 
constraints. It is an asynchronous event resulting in a logged line indicating the object of interest being looked 
at, as well as contextual information. 

 

Compound Data is a result of SQL queries formulated to measure certain characteristics of the viewing 
experience. Typically, it is this type of information the adaptation mechanisms will take into account. Further 
details on the adaptation process may be found in deliverable D4.1 as well as in Section 2.1 
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2.7 COALESCED VIDEO 

Another advanced feature of the OmniPlayer is related to real-time rendering. More specifically, a multi-
viewport coalescing of the 360 video was developed to enable the concurrent viewing of different 
actions/events within the video that would not be possible to be viewed simultaneously. This feature was 
implemented using multiple virtual cameras controlled independently and rendering their viewports into the 
memory of the graphics card (Render2Texture), before combining them in a  pixel shader for display in a 
single frame or on multiple monitors as required by the production.  This rendering pipeline relies on the 
same technical solution that was used to insert the 3D model of the Mentor into the scene. In particular, in 
order to compute the equirectangular representation of the scene, the first step is to compute a cube map 
showing 6 different views projected on a cube. This involves six independent cameras pointing at the principal 
directions with a set FOV of 90 degrees each. This is shown at the top of Figure below .  If we change the 
principal viewing direction of the individual cameras and their FOV, the final result is a coalesced view of the 
scene as shown at the bottom of the Figure.  The process can be repeated for any number of cameras, as 
long there is enough memory on the graphics card or the mobile device. 

 

 
Figure 15: Generating Coalesced views from a 360 video with virtual cameras and real-time Render2Texture+ shader 

technology  
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3. AUTOMATIC CAMERA PATH GENERATOR 

The initial prototype of the automatic camera path algorithm has been described in deliverable D5.1 
“Preliminary Player Technology”.  It relies mainly on the detection and tracking of specific types of objects 
objects which occur in the scene, using the “Yoco” algorithm (introduced in section 3.1 of D5.1). The 
knowledge about the scene objects, and their movement, allows us to calculate saliency (i.e. 
“interestingness”) scores for all scene objects, from which then the camera path is calculated for a certain 
shot, by tracking the most salient scene object. 

 

The initial prototype works quite well, but there is room for improvements. First of all, additional semantic 
information (e.g. from face detection) should be incorporated. More shot types like pan shots, medium shots 
or static shots should be added in order to make the result video more diverse from an artistic point of view. 
Furthermore, rules from continuity editing (like the jump-cut rule) should be taken into account. These 
deficiencies of the initial prototype are addressed in the final prototype of the automatic camera path 
algorithm, which is described in this section together with its key components. 

 

The Yoco algorithm for robust detection and tracking of the objects occurring in the scene is a crucial factor 
for both the quality and the runtime of the result of the automatic camera path generator. Therefore, it has 
been extended in order to extract more semantic information from the scene. Specifically, detectors have 
been added for detection of several additional object classes (faces, text and logos) in the scene. The 
detection of these additional object classes leads to a higher runtime of the Yoco algorithm. Therefore, 
several performance optimizations have been implemented, like the parallelization of some steps on CPU 
and GPU. These extensions are described in subsection 3.1. 

 

In order to extract more semantic information from the scene, several state of the art algorithms for human 
pose estimation, action recognition and facial emotion recognition have been investigated. Their robustness 
for 360° video has been investigated, and algorithms which are robust enough (like the human pose 
estimation) have been integrated into the final prototype of the automatic camera path generator. These AI 
support tools are presented in subsection 3.2. 

 

The final prototype of the automatic camera path generator is implemented in Python for several reasons 
(especially for the easy integration of the AI support tools which employ python based deep learning 
frameworks). It builds upon the initial prototype which is implemented in C++, therefore the initial prototype 
of the automatic camera path generator had to be ported from C++ to Python. Additionally, for several 
important C++ components, like the Yoco algorithm and the 360° helper library, Python Wrapper modules 
had to be created. This porting work is described in subsection 3.3. 

 

The final prototype of the automatic camera path generator is described in subsection 3.4. It extends the 
initial prototype in several ways, by extracting more semantic information from the scene, employing a more 
diverse set of shot types and via adding rules from continuity editing. 
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3.1 YOCO ALGORITHM EXTENSIONS 

The first version of the “Yoco” algorithm for robust detection and tracking of the objects occurring in the 
scene has been described in section 3.1 of deliverable D5.1 “Preliminary Player Technology”. The robust and 
fast extraction of the scene objects is a crucial component of the automatic camera path generator. 
Therefore, extensions have been implemented so that more semantic information is extracted, specifically 
neural network models have been added for the detection of faces, text and logos. The detection of these 
additional object classes increases the runtime of the algorithm, therefore runtime optimizations have been 
implemented as well. In the following, these extensions are described. 

3.1.1 FACE, TEXT AND LOGO DETECTION 
The detection and tracking of the faces, text and logos occurring in the scene delivers valuable additional 
information about the scene. Specifically, the automatic camera path generator can employ the information 
about the faces in the scene in order to generate closeup or medium closeup shots which focus on a certain 
face. Therefore, additional network models have been trained and added to the Yoco algorithm for detection 
of faces, text and logos. 

 

For the detection of faces, a custom YoloV3 network model has been trained on the Wider Face dataset2 . 
The datasets contains 32,203 images with 393,703 annotated faces with a high degree of variability in scale, 
pose and occlusion. We tested the trained model for face detection on a variety of images captured with 
conventional as well as 360° cameras, which shows that the model is able to detect even smaller faces and 
has a low amount of false detections. Not only faces are detected which are oriented frontally, but also faces 
in profile view (for persons which are not looking directly into the camera). An example of the face detection 
on an image of a 360° video can be seen in Figure 16. 

 
Figure 16: Result of face detection with custom YoloV3 model for an image of a 360° video. Image content courtesy of 

MediaSet. 

For the detection of text and logos, no publicly available models exist which detect both at once. Employing 
one network model for both text and logo, instead of two separate models, is significantly more runtime-
efficient as it saves one full inference pass. Furthermore, experiments indicate that it does not have a 

 
2 http://shuoyang1213.me/WIDERFACE/ 
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significant impact on the detection capability, likely because both text and logo have many similarities in their 
appearance (high-contrast edges, homogenous colors, ...). We train our own model on a custom dataset 
created by merging the COCO-Text dataset 3 and the Logos in the Wild dataset 4 . The COCO-Text dataset is a 
large-scale scene text dataset based on MS COCO. We used the version 2.0 which contains 63,686 images 
along with 239,506 annotated text instances (those images comes from the 2014 version of MS COCO training 
set). Labels contain several specific attributes which are not important for our task, we only kept the “text” 
label. On the other hand, the Logos in the Wild Dataset is a large-scale set of images with logo annotations, 
it is available by mail on request. The version we used (v2.0) consists of 11,054 images with 32,850 annotated 
logo bounding boxes of 871 brands. We removed all brand labels to just keep the “logo” label because our 
goal is to have a brand-agnostic logo detector. 

 
Our resulting dataset contains 74,740 images along with 272,356 annotations. There are 10 times more text 
annotations than logo annotations. However, this is not a problem because the YoloV3 model shows 
resilience to class imbalance. The last layer of the YoloV3 model is a bunch of independent sigmoid neurons, 
so, even if the two classes can be very similar (e.g. logos that contain text), training for one class will not 
affect the other class. 

One important parameter to tune in the YoloV3 model is the size of the anchor boxes. YoloV3 is a one-stage 
detector which estimates the bounding box coordinates of an object not from scratch but by refining pre-
defined bounding boxes called anchor boxes. The choice of those anchor boxes is crucial because it will give 
strong baselines to the model to learn a specific task. Therefore, we use k-means clustering (with k = 9) to 
extract the 9 most relevant bounding box sizes from our dataset.  We can notice that most of the objects we 
want to detect are either squared (logos) or horizontally-elongated rectangles (texts and some logos). We 
train our model from ImageNet pre-trained weights with the standard training settings of YoloV3 on batch 
of images resized to 608x608 during 50,000 iterations on a NVIDIA Quadro P5000 GPU. Figure 17 shows an 
example of detection on a test image and demonstrates the good performance for both text and logo 
detection. 

 
3 https://bgshih.github.io/cocotext/ 
4 https://www.iosb.fraunhofer.de/servlet/is/78045/ 
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Figure 17: Example of combined logo & text detection on a test image from the Logos in the Wild dataset (green 

corresponds to text detections and blue to logo detections) 
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3.1.2 PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATIONS 
A performance limitation of the initial implementation of the Yoco algorithm is that only one	inference call is 
done at a time on a specific GPU. This is due to the usage of a single CUDA stream and CUDNN handle for 
that GPU (both are global variables), leading to a serialization of the CUDNN library calls in the reference 
implementation. Obviously, this leads to an underutilization when running the inference on modern GPUs 
which provide a massive amount of computational resources. In order to get around this limitation with 
minimal modifications of the reference code, we change these global variables to thread-local variables so 
that each CPU thread has its own private CUDA stream and CUDNN handle. These modifications make it on 
the other hand necessary that all calls for a certain network instance come from the same	CPU thread so that 
always the same CUDA stream and CUDNN handle is used by this instance. Therefore, we create for each 
network instance its own persistent worker thread, which is responsible for making all the calls (instance 
creation/deletion, inference, ...). These modifications make it possible to do multiple inference calls (in our 
case two inferences - one for the standard model for MS COCO and one model for face detection) in parallel 
on the same GPU. The parallelization of the two inference calls brings brings a runtime improvement of 
approximately 20% on a Quadro RTX 5000 GPU. As an additional optimization, we employ reduced precision 
routines for the convolution layer, by employing 16-bit floats (“half precision”) instead of 32-bit floats. The 
more compact 16-bit float format saves memory bandwidth and is faster to compute on the Tensor Core 
units 5 (special matrix multiplication units) supported by modern NVIDIA GPUs. 

 

In order to utilize both CPU and GPU as much as possible, we parallelized several steps in the Yoco algorithm 
which are independent of each other. A good candidate for parallelization is the motion field calculation and 
the object detection (both done in the feature calculation phase), as these steps do not have mutual 
dependencies. Therefore, we run both steps asynchronously in different CPU threads, which brings a runtime 
improvement of roughly 20% for a video with a resolution of 2560x1280 pixel. Additionally, we do also some 
phases for It	and It+1	(so for two consecutive frames) in parallel. This kind of prefetching	introduces a lag of 
one frame, as not only the current frame It	has to be provided, but also the next frame It+1. Prefetching allows 
use to run all algorithm phases for the frame It	in parallel with the preprocessing phase (pyramid calculation, 
...) for the frame It+1. By this we effectively hide the computational expense for the preprocessing phase 
which brings another speedup of the Yoco algorithm of 10 −	15%. 

 

For measuring the runtime of the performance-optimized Yoco algorithm, we employ a Windows 10 PC with 
a Xeon E5-1620v3 QuadCore-CPU with 3.50 Ghz. We do the runtime measurement for two different GPUs, a 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 5000 and a NVIDIA Geforce 1070 (note that the Yoco algorithm uses only one GPU). We 
measure the average runtime per frame for three different resolutions: Standard Definition (SD, 720x576), 
2K (2560x11280) and 4K (4096x2048). For SD we employ the original resolution, for 2K pyramid level 1 is 
used (half resolution) and for 4K pyramid level 2 is used (quarter resolution). In Figure 18 the average runtime 
per frame (in milliseconds) is shown for each resolution. One can see that the Yoco algorithm is real-time 
capable (25 frames per second) for videos in SD resolution on the Quadro RTX 5000 GPU and near real-time 
capable (~ 20 frames per second) for both 2K and 4K resolution. 

 
5 https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/data-center/tensorcore/ 
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Figure 18: Average runtime of the Yoco algorithm for one frame,  in different resolutions (SD, 2K, 4K), in milliseconds 

3.2 AI SUPPORT TOOLS 

In order to extract more semantic information from the scene, several state of the art algorithms for human 
pose estimation, action recognition and facial emotion recognition have been investigated, which are 
described briefly in the following. 

 

We tested these algorithms qualitatively on 360° videos provided by our user partners, in order to find out 
whether they are robust enough in order to be used as additional information for the final prototype of the 
automatic camera path generator. From these tests, we concluded that – at least for 360° content - currently 
only human pose estimation is reasonably stable and robust enough in order to provide valuable information 
for the automatic camera path generator. Therefore, we only rely on this component in the final prototype 
of the automatic camera path algorithm and use it in order to estimate the head orientation of a certain 
person (determine whether it is looking frontally into the camera or not) 

 

3.2.1 HUMAN POSE ESTIMATION 
For the pose estimation, we employ the state of the art method described in the work of [Xiao2018]. It adds 
a few deconvolutional layers on a backbone network. As backbone network, variants of ResNet (ResNet-18, 
ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNet-152) of different complexity can be employed, which allows one to choose 
the proper variant based on the quality and runtime requirements of the application. We employ the highest-
quality variant ResNet-152 for the automatic camera path generator in order to have the best possible result. 

For each person, the method returns the position of 17 body joints (nose and left/right eye, ear, shoulder, 
elbow, wrist, hip, knee, ankle). In Figure 19 the result of the human pose estimation for an image of a 360° 
video is shown. We tested the method with several 360° videos and concluded that the human pose 
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estimation is in a good state and robust enough in order to be incorporated into the automatic camera path 
algorithm (for estimating the head orientation of a person). 

 

 
Figure 19: Result of human pose estimation for an image of a 360° video. Image content courtesy of MediaSet 

3.2.2 ACTION RECOGNITION 
Action recognition is among the toughest problems in computer vision and has not been adequately solved 
up to now. The current state of the art approaches in the literature either take the input video directly as 
input for the neural network (typically, a 3D spatiotemporal DNN is employed) or do first a human pose 
estimation and try to predict the action based on the dynamic of the human pose over time. 

 

The method we have tried out [Ludl2019] is based on the result of the human pose estimation (the skeleton 
graph) and infers the action from it. The approach encodes the human pose into a so-called Encoded Human 
Pose Image (see Figure 19) representation that can then be classified subsequently using standard deep 
learning based methods for image classification. 
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Figure 20: Encoded Human Pose Image for different actions (idle, walk, wave). Image courtey of [Ludl2019] 

We implemented this algorithm and reach state-of-the-art results on simple action recognition datasets like 
the JHMDB dataset. However, we observed that for 360° video the result of the action recognition algorithm 
is not robust enough in order to serve as a reliable semantic information for the automatic camera path 
algorithm. 

 

3.2.3 FACIAL EMOTION RECOGNITION 
Facial emotion recognition is built on top of the face detector. It consists of a basic VGG -19 network  model 
which is applied to each cropped face, trying to classify the face into one of these emotions : happy, sad, 
angry, disgust, fear, surprise and neutral. There is no particular pre-processing (e.g. face alignment) and the 
model is trained of the FER2013 dataset. It reaches around 75% accuracy on this dataset, which outperforms 
many comparable implementations. The PyTorch model is available  on Github 6. 

 

Testing of the model on the 360° videos provided by the partners shows that the face must have a reasonable 
resolution (in pixel), otherwise the facial emotion recognition does not work robustly. Furthermore, we can 
see that the emotion has to be expressed in a very “expressive” way in order to be detected. We noticed also 
that some emotions have strong biases towards specific parts of the face: happiness is triggered when we 
can see the teeth, surprise when the eyes are wide open and sadness when they are closed. An example for 
the result of facial emotion recognition on an image from a 360° video can be seen in Figure 21. 

 
6 https://github.com/WuJie1010/Facial-Expression-Recognition.Pytorch 
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Figure 21: Result of the facial emotion recognition on an image from a 360° video.  Image content courtesy of Mediaset 

3.3 PYTHON PORTING 

 

It made sense to implement the final prototype of the automatic camera path generator in Python, as the 
language got very popular recently and allows for an easy integration of the AI support tools (which employ 
one of the popular python-based deep learning frameworks like Tensorflow, MXNet or PyTorch). 

 

As the initial prototype of the automatic camera path generator (which is used as a base for the final 
prototype) is implemented in C++, it was necessary to port the initial prototype from C++ to Python. The 
process of porting was quite straightforward for several reasons. Firstly, both language employ zero-based 
indexing (so the first element of an array has index 0) and provides similar data structures (e.g. a vector in 
C++ has its equivalent in a list in Python). Furthermore, debugging of python applications has been made very 
easy in recent versions of Visual Studio (starting with Visual Studio 2017). The same debugging functionalities 
like in C++ are provided now also in Python, like breakpoints, autocompletion and watches. Finally, for C++ 
libraries which are not available in Python, Python wrapper modules can be implemented quite easily with 
the Pybind11 package 7. 

 

Via the Pybind11 package, for several JRS C++ libraries which are needed by the automatic camera path 
generator the respective Python wrapper modules have been implemented. Specifically, the following 
wrapper modules have been implemented: 

 
7 https://github.com/pybind/pybind11 
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• JBase: This module wraps basic JRS image processing functions and JRS data types like the JRS 2D / 
3D point classes, rectangle and the JRS image class. Furthermore, it wraps C++ futures which are 
useful for asynchronous programming (launching tasks in parallel). 

• JGeometric: This module provides the functionality of the C++ library with the 360° helper functions 
in Python. Specifically, functions for coordinate transformations are provide (e.g. mapping a pixel in 
the image in equirectangular projection to the sphere or into a certain viewport) and functions for 
rendering an image for a certain viewport. 

• JYoco: This module wraps the functionality of the Yoco algorithm for realtime object detection and 
tracking in Python. 

The Pybind11 package makes it possible to wrap a complete C++ class in very few lines of code. This is 
illustrated in Figure 22, which shows the wrapper code for the main classes of the JGeometric wrapper 
module. It support many important C++ types and C++ data structures natively (like strings, vectors and maps) 
and maps them automatically to their Python equivalents. It supports also a few data structures from popular 
C++ thirdparty libraries, like the matrix class from Eigen8 (a C++ library for linear algebra) and the image class 
from the OpenCV library 9 for image processing & computer vision. 

 
Figure 22: Wrapper code for the main classes of the JGeometric wrapper module which wraps the 360° helper functions 

(coordinate transformation etc.) 

3.4 FINAL PROTOTYPE OF AUTOMATIC CAMERA PATH GENERATOR 

The initial prototype of the automatic camera path algorithm has been described in deliverable D5.1 
“Preliminary Player Technology”.  It relies mainly on the detection and tracking of all objects (persons, specific 
types of objects, etc.) and calculates a per-object saliency score. The initial prototype works quite well, but 
there is definitely room for improvements. These improvements are addressed with the final prototype of 
the automatic camera path generator. First of all, additional semantic information (e.g. from face detection 
and human pose estimation) is incorporated. More shot types like pan shots, medium shots or static shots 

 
8 http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/index.php?title=Main_Page 
9 https://opencv.org/ 
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are added in order to make the result video more diverse from an artistic point of view. Furthermore, rules 
from continuity editing (like the jump-cut rule) are taken into account. In the following, we will describe the 
overall workflow of the final prototype of the automatic camera path generator and its major components. 
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3.4.1 OVERALL WORKFLOW 
The final prototype of the automatic camera path generator algorithm works in an iterative fashion, shot by 
shot (in the same way as was done for the initial prototype). The shot length is fluctuating randomly around 
a base value, which is defined by the user and is set per default to three seconds. 

 

Then the Yoco algorithm is invoked in order to detect all scene objects and track them throughout the shot. 
Additionally to the 80 MS COCO classes (person, car, …), we are detecting and tracking all faces throughout 
the shot. Afterwards, the detected faces and persons are matched, so that we know which face belongs to 
which person. For the matching of faces to persons, we employ the Hungarian algorithm 10 and employ the 
IOU (intersection-over-union) metric of the bounding boxes as matching score. Additionally, for all persons a 
human pose estimation algorithm (see section 3.2.1) is invoked in order to retrieve the human body joints. 

 

For each scene object, a set of measures is calculated in the same way as was done in the initial prototype. 
Specifically, we are calculating the average size, average motion magnitude, neighbourhood score and visited 
score for each scene object (see section 3.2 of deliverable D5.1 for details). 

 

In contrast to the initial prototype which supports only one type of shot (a “tracking shot” which tracks the 
scene object with the highest saliency score), in the final prototype of the automatic camera path algorithm 
we support multiple shot types, and generate for each shot types a couple of so-called “shot hypotheses”. 
Specifically, we support the following shot types: tracking shot, static shot, medium shot, pan shot and 
recommender shot. Each shot type is aimed at a certain purpose, differs in how the saliency scores for the 
objects are calculated, and has a certain style in terms of artistic elements like FOV (field of view) and camera 
movement. 

 

For each of these shot types, a couple of shot hypotheses (typically 2 – 4) are generated. For each shot 
hypothesis, a corresponding score is calculated which indicates how “good” this shot hypothesis is. The shot 
hypothesis score is influenced by a number of factors, like the saliency scores of the scene objects and rule 
of continuity editing (like the jump-cut rule for avoiding jump-cuts). The purpose of each shot type and details 
how the shot hypothesis score is calculated is described in the following subsections 3.4.2 to 3.4.6. In 
subsection 3.4.7 we describe how rules of continuity editing are influencing the shot hypothesis score. Note 
that a shot hypothesis provides the full information about a potential shot, including the camera path for all 
frames of the shot. 

 

All generated shot hypotheses are collected in a list, and the shot hypothesis with the highest score is now 
chosen as the best one. For this shot hypothesis, the corresponding viewport information for each frame of 
the shot are saved in an XML file (this information will be used by the 360° player), and additionally for each 
frame a viewport image is rendered out and saved as file. 

 

 
10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungarian_algorithm 
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In Figures 23-25 the result of the final prototype of the automatic camera path generator is shown for 
different input 360° videos, both indoor and outdoor. For all input videos, the same configuration of the 
automatic camera path generator was used, so no scenario-specific tuning of the configuration was applied. 

3.4.2 TRACKING SHOT 

A tracking shot puts its focus on a certain object (usually some person) and tracks it throughout the shot. For 
this shot type, moving objects are more interesting as they usually perform some action. Furthermore, 
emphasis is put more on isolated persons (like the singer of a band). A standard field of view (FOV) of 75 
degrees  is employed. Note that in the initial prototype of the automatic camera path algorithm, all generated 
shots were tracking shots. 

 

Motivated by the desired characteristic of a tracking shot, the saliency score for each scene object is 
calculated from the scene object measures as follows. Object size and motion magnitude are influencing the 
saliency score positively (so e.g. a bigger object size increases the saliency score), whereas the neighbourhood 
score is influencing the saliency score negatively. 

 

After having calculated the saliency score for each object, we determine the focus object as the object with 
the highest saliency score. This is the object which will be tracked in the generated camera path for this shot 
hypothesis. Prior to calculating the viewport information for each timepoint, we smooth the object path in 
order to get a smoother camera path. 

 

3.4.3  STATIC SHOT 

For a static shot, the camera is (nearly) static and the focus is on a group of objects (usually persons), like the 
audience of a music concert. Due to the static camera, for this shot type we put the focus on objects with no 
(or only minor) motion. A wide-angle like field of view (FOV) of 115 degrees is employed. 

 

Based on this, the saliency score for each scene object is calculated as follows. The object size does not have 
a lot of influence on the saliency score, whereas the neighbourhood score influences the saliency score 
positively. The motion magnitude of the object influences the saliency score negatively. 

 

After having calculated the saliency score for each object, we determine the focus object as the object with 
the highest saliency score. This is the object which will be in the center of the viewports for the generated 
camera path. The viewport center is the same for the whole shot, as the camera is static. Roughly every two 
out of three times, a slight zoom effect is added in order to make the static shot a bit more interesting. 
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3.4.4 MEDIUM SHOT 
A medium or medium-closeup shot is a static shot (non-moving camera) which puts its emphasis on the face 
and body of a certain person. As the camera is static, the person should not move around a lot. A narrow 
field of view (FOV) of 45 degrees is employed. Note that originally, it was planned to have also closeup shots 
of a certain person’s face with an even smaller FOV. But we saw that this is not possible with currently 
employed resolutions of 360° video (4K or 8K at most) , as closeup shots with a small FOV would be very 
blurry. 

 

Based on this, the saliency score for each person is calculated as follows. The object size and neighbourhood 
score have a minor positive influence on the saliency score, whereas the motion magnitude is influencing the 
saliency score negatively. Furthermore, we modulate the saliency score based on the head orientation of the 
person. The motivation for this is that medium shots of persons which are looking frontally in the camera are 
more interesting than of persons which are looking to the side (so away from the camera). 

 

The head orientation is calculated from the human body joints (which have been calculated from the human 
pose estimation algorithm described in section 3.2.1). Specifically, we employ the three points corresponding 
to the nose, the right ear and the left ear of the person in order to estimate the head orientation. 

 

After having calculated the saliency score for each object, we determine the focus object as the person with 
the highest saliency score. The viewport center for the generated camera path is put onto the face of this 
person. The viewport center is the same for the whole shot, as the camera is static. 

 

3.4.5 PAN SHOT 
The pan shot is different from the shot types described in the last sections, in that it does not use the 
information about the scene objects. Instead, its purpose is to explore the scenery of the 360° video with a 
panning (horizontally moving) camera. This is useful for 360° video where not a lot of objects can be detected 
in the content, e.g. for outdoor 360° videos with no persons in them. But also for other 360° videos a pan 
shot makes sense from time to time, in order to not focus solely on the detected scene objects. It has a 
somewhat wider field of view (FOV) of 90 degrees. 

For each pan shot hypothesis, we first sample randomly a viewport center with longitude phi and latitude 
theta. The longitude is sampled uniformly from the whole angle range [-180, 180], where the latitude is 
sampled from a limited range [-20, 20] around the equator.  The limited range around the equator makes 
sense, as it was found (see e.g. [Li2019]) that when viewing 360° video, the focus of the human attention is 
on the regions near the equator (“equator bias”). 

Due to the random sampling of the viewport, it might happen that the viewport corresponds to background 
regions with a low amount of image structure (or even completely homogeneous) in the 360° video. A pan 
shot generated in these regions might not be very interesting to watch. We therefore render a viewport 
image for this viewport, and calculate a saliency score from the viewport image by employing a fast image 
saliency map algorithm.  Specifically, we calculate a saliency map for the viewport image with the spectral 
residual approach described in [Hou2007]. The shot hypothesis score is taken as the mean value of the pixel 
values of the saliency map. 
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In order to generate a smooth pan shot with either a pan to the left or pan to the right, now from one frame 
to the subsequent one the longitude value of the viewport center is increase by roughly one degree (so for a 
typical shot with three seconds roughly 90 degree are traversed horizontally). The latitude value is kept the 
same of course.  The horizontal direction of the pan shot (so either a left-to-right pan or a right-to-left pan) 
is chosen randomly, with a ratio of 2 : 1 for left-to-right (versus right-to-left). So pans going from left to right 
are preferred, which is in line with shot statistics in movies (see [Egizii2012]). 

 

3.4.6 RECOMMENDER SHOT 
The recommender shot does not use the information about the scene objects. Instead, its purpose is to focus 
on content items which are recommended by the recommendation engine. The recommendation engine has 
been developed in WP 4 and is described in deliverable D4.1 “Preliminary Media Graphs, Profiling and 
Recommendation Engine”. The goal of the recommendation engine is to determine the significance of 
content items based on viewer’s preference. A content item can be of any type, like a Mentor layer, visible 
hotspot, objects or hyperlinks. 

 

For a certain user profile, we retrieve a list of content items for the shot hypothesis by invoking the RESTful 
API for the recommendation engine described in section 5.3 of deliverable D4.1. For each content item, we 
retrieve a structure with the attributes of this item (uid, timestamp, longitude / latitude etc.). We randomly 
pick one of the available content items as the focus object. 

 

The viewport center for all frames of the generated shot for this shot hypothesis is now set to the longitude 
/ latitude of the focus object. We generate a static shot with no camera movement. 

 

 

3.4.7 CONTINUITY EDITING 
Continuity editing [Galvane2015]  deals with the creation of a sequence of shots where visual continuity is 
ensured between the shots. It is a commonly used editing style in filmmaking and relies on a set of well 
established rules: avoiding jump cuts, enforcing motion and gaze continuity and maintaining the left-to-right 
ordering of on-screen characters. 

 

Several of the rules mentioned in [Galvane2015] – specifically enforcing motion and gaze continuity and 
maintaining left-to-right ordering – do not apply for 360° videos, as the 360° camera is typically stationary 
and the automatic camera path is calculated only from on 360° camera (not from multiple cameras at 
different locations). These rules apply only for virtual cameras positioned at different locations in space. 

 

The jump-cut rule on the other side applies of course also for 360° video, we therefore take this rule into 
account in our automatic camera path algorithm. The jump-cut rule (or 30 degree rule) advises that for 
consecutive shots to appear seamless, the camera position must vary at least 30 degrees from its previous 
position (or a significant change in the field of view occurs). 
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In order to take the jump-cut role into account for a certain shot hypothesis within the automatic camera 
path algorithm, we lower the score for this shot hypothesis significantly if the specific shot hypothesis would 
lead to a jump cut. Due to the lowered score, it is highly unlikely that the shot hypothesis will be taken as the 
best one. In order to check for a potential jump cut, we inspect the longitude value of the viewport center 
for the last frame of the previous shot and the first frame of the shot hypothesis and check whether they 
differ by less than 30 degree. 

 

We do not lower the score, if the field of view (FOV) of the previous shot and the shot hypothesis are differing 
enough (e.g. from a medium shot with 45 degree to a static shot with 115 degree). In that case, it does not 
matter if the viewport centers are not that far apart, as the change in FOV is enough to make both shots look 
different enough. 
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Figure 23: Result of final automatic camera path algorithm for a music video (first row). Each row shows two frames from 
the generated shot (four shots in total). Shot types: static (shot 1), tracking (shot 2), pan (shot 3), medium (shot 4). Image 

content courtesy of RBB 
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Figure 24: Result of final automatic camera path algorithm for universita cattolica video (first row). Each row shows two 
frames from the generated shot (four shots in total). Shot types: tracking (shot 1), pan (shot 2), static (shot 3), medium 

(shot 4). Image content courtesy of Mediaset 
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Figure 25: Result of final automatic camera path algorithm for technogym video (first row). Each row shows two frames 
from the generated shot (four shots in total). Shot types: tracking (shot 1), medium (shot 2), pan (shot 3), static (shot 4).  

Image content courtesy of Mediaset. 
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3.5 END-TO-END AUTOMATIC CAMERA PATH 

The aforementioned implementation relies on pre-defined rules employed in cinematic shot selection and a 
set of AI-powered semantic information extractors that estimate meta-information about the scene, used to 
calculate a saliency score for each view proposal. However, the recent advances in data-driven methods open 
up new pathways for investigation, which rely on direct estimation view proposals through machine learning 
in an end-to-end manner. To that end, we also explored a fully data-driven viewpoint estimation by adapting 
the aforementioned pipeline and transitioning it to an end-to-end learnable framework. 

 

Our initial work focused on benchmarking the capacity of current state-of-the-art object detectors when used 
to perform inference in omnidirectional settings. A variety of options are available when adapting traditional 
projective CNNs to 360o images: i) directly on the equirectangular representation, ii) on the six (6) faces of a 
cube-map representation and iii) on overlapping near-field-of-view projected views followed by the fusion 
of the results. We compared Mask RCNN [He17], YoloV3 [Redmon18], RetinaNet [Lin17] and PaNet [Liu18] 
in terms of computational performance and accuracy in the aforementioned three cases. Our results 
indicated that the best results were obtained when multiple overlapping near-field-of-view estimates were 
fused, while equirectangular images offered higher quality results mainly due to the accuracy drops of 
cubemap representations when content crossed between different faces and overall poor performance at 
the top and bottom faces. 

 

These issues can be circumvented by utilizing spherical convolutions [Zhang18] that better capture the 
equirectangular image’s distortions and wrap around the sphere, connecting regions that traditional CNNs 
cannot. However, this requires re-training and is currently hindered by the lack of appropriate datasets that 
focus on offering cinematic shot annotations. Nonetheless, a different kind of datasets have recently started 
emerging [Gutiérrez18], 360o saliency datasets that offer heatmap annotations for each image – either static 
or a video frame. These are typically generated by having multiple users watch spherical content using VR 
headsets, and capturing their eye or head direction and associating it with an area in the image. These 
allowed us to re-use these data as implicit camera shot annotations in order to directly predict the central 
point of an automatically generated view of the 360o content. 

 

Taking all these into account, we developed an end-to-end training scheme for learning automatic view 
selection within omnidirectional content. We used Mask RCNN to weakly label 360 content with human 
detection masks by fusing multiple (12) near-field-of-view predictions and then trained a Spherical U-Net 
from scratch on this newly generated dataset that operates directly in the equirectangular domain. We also 
applied a set of circular image augmentations using rotations on the sphere that helped in addressing dataset 
bias in terms of labelling and infused distortion awareness in our model. We then trained a spherical CNN to 
extract features from a multi-modal input that contained the original image, optical flow with respect to the 
previous frame and human mask estimations from our trained Spherical U-Net. These features were then 
regressed to viewpoint coordinates using linear layers and L2 supervision. Our end-to-end flow is presented 
in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26: End-to-end view selection training scheme. 

Our results indicate that this a promising direction that can generalize to new scenes as well but the current 
implementation is prohibitively slow. Future work should aim at improving the runtime performance and 
incorporating cinematic shot priors into the end-to-end training flow while also including extra layers of 
semantic information. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

This document described the unified Hyper360 OMNIPLAYER architecture and associated tool-set to deploy 
novel, innovative 360 interactive TV content on a number of platforms seamlessly. Specifically, we described 
how a client-server platform can be used by TV Production End-Users to create new experiences and 
subsequently deploy them for real-life deployment. The system includes a Web-player for Internet 
distribution, an HbbTV solution for direct home-use, an mobil players for IOS and Android as well as it 
supports Virtual Reality playback, such as HTC Vive.   
 
In order to go beyond mere 360 video experiences, we have also developed a number of AI-driven add-on 
modules that can be used to automatically annotate content (involving segmentation, tracking and masking), 
as well as to generate coalesced video. The most important element of these solutions is our module to 
automatically generate camera path developed specifically  to further enhance viewer experiences and 
produce a classical style TV content from the original 360 footage  Our methods for shot selection, tracking 
strategies and more were described in detail and example results presented. These tools will be used and 
validated in WP7 activities.  
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APPENDIX – REST API   

 

1. GET /GETCONFIGURATIONSDETAILS 

Service to invoke to retrieve the video configuration data stored in MongoDB. 

1.1 REQUEST 

Accept: Query string 

Parameters: 

● processId: process (configuration) id 

● resourceName: resource (video) name 

● reccomended: true/false 

1.2 RESPONSE 

The API response is in JSON format. Below an example response with a description of each field (note that, 
since we are experimenting, and it is a work in progress, some fields are unused or redundant). 

 An example of response is reachable from the follow REST service: 

https://hyper360.api.eng.it/GetConfigurationsDetails?processId=Unicatt1&resourceName=vid_2018_07_1
0_18_15_43_20180711093733_ott&reccomended=false 

For easier readability, the properties that have sub-properties inside them have been marked with blue 
‘[START]’ to [END] labels to identify each specific section. 
Content-Type: application/json 

_id // Mongodb identifier. 
Field Type: String 
Mandatory: YES 

objidentifier // Object identifier for editing management. It’s a unique id. 
Field Type: String 

category // It identifies the object’s category 
Field Type: String 
Values: text, htmlpage, image, audio, shape, video2d, textline 

description // Object description – It can be NULL 
Field Type: String 

name // Object name – It can be NULL 
Field Type: String 

processId // It represents the name of the configuration chosen by the editor 
Field Type: String 
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properties It contains the fields used to show the object in the 3D scene and its behavior. 
The tags list is strongly dependent on the value present in the field category. 
image: 

� id: Object identifier for editing management. It’s a unique id. 
✔ Field Type: String 

� link: url associated to an action (click, dbclick ecc.) 
✔ Field Type: String 

� coverwidth: image width 
✔ Field Type: String 

� coverheight: image height 
✔ Field Type: String 

� coverpath: public url to retrieve the image 
✔ Field Type: String 

� coveraction: action associated to an image 
✔ Field Type: String 

● events:[START] // array of events 
� actionType: 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “drivehotspot” or “jump” or “link”; 

(“drivehospot” to trigger an action; “jump” to open a 
new 360 video; “link” to open a web page) 
 

● actionOptions: [START]   
       //Empty when actionType ="drivehotspot" ; none of the fields 
           below will be returned 

 
// When actionType ="jump" the field initialDegree will be 
returned 

� initialDegree 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “defaultview” or “takeoffview” 
(“defaultview” the video starts at it native FOV 
position; “takeoffview” open the new video in the 
same camera position or the source video.) 
 

// When actionType ="link" the field linkAction will be returned 
� linkAction 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “fullscreen” or “newwindow” 
(“fullscreen” the web page will be shown at full 
screen but embedded in the 360° video; 
“newwindows” the web page will be shown in a 
new window) 
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● actionOptions: [END] 
 

● itemSelect: [START] 
// When actionType= "drivehotspot” will be returned an array of 
elements (value, name) 

� value: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value set in the field Id 

� name: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value set in the field name 
 

// When actionType= "jump” will be returned the following fields 
� fps: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� modifieddate: //latest modify date 

✔ Field Type: String 
� type: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� size: // video size 

✔ Field Type: String 
� projection: // projection video i.e "equirectangular" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� codec: // codec video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� wh: // video resolution i.e "1280x720" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� duration: // video duration 

✔ Field Type: float 
� cover: // link to cover video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� description: //video description 

✔ Field Type: String 
� key: // video name 

✔ Field Type: String 
// When actionType= "link” the “itemSelect:” is a string filled with 
url page to show. 

● itemSelect: [END] 
  

� idConfig // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot”; Filled 
when actionType= "jump” 
✔ Field Type: String 
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✔ Value: same value of the field processId 
� idVideo // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 

Filled when actionType= "jump” 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value of the field resourceName 
� tStart // defines the second to start displaying the new 

video - Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 
Filled when actionType= "jump” 

✔ Field Type: String 
� eventType //events permitted for the object 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: “onCLick” or “onAppear” or “onDisappear” or “onDoubleCLick” 

or “onGaze” or "onGazeLongerThan" 
● events:[END] // array of events 

 
� vo: //view options 

✔ onblinkduration: blink duration - to be considered if the onblink 
tag is filled as “true”. Valid only for image and text categories 
otherwise it must not be considered. 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: “fast” or “medium” or “slow” 

✔ onblink: true/false. Valid only for image and text categories 
otherwise it must not be considered 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ fov: field of view true/false 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ ontopoptionsver: vertical position of object when object is out 
of the scene 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: top or middle or down 

✔ ontopoptionshor: horizontal position of object when object is 
out of the scene 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: left or center or right 

✔ ontop: If it is filled as “true” ontopoptionsver and 
ontopoptionshor tags have a meaning. 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ showhotspot: if it filled as “true” it will be showed on the scene. 
▪ Field Type: Bool 
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▪ Values: true or false (fixed) 
✔ none: Fixed or not on the screen 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false (fixed) 

Htmlpage: 
� width: html page width 

✔ Field Type: String 
� height: html page height 

✔ Field Type: String 
� text: Not used for html category – Can be empty 

✔ Field Type: String 
� color: Not used for html category – Can be empty 

✔ Field Type: String 
� fontsize: Not used for html category – Can be empty 

✔ Field Type: String 
� background: Not used for html category – Can be empty 

✔ Field Type: String 
� backgroundobj: Not used for html category – Can be empty 

✔ Field Type: String 
� backgroundAlpha: Not used for html category – Can be empty 

✔ Field Type: String 
� textalign: Not used for html category – Can be empty 

✔ Field Type: String 
� Id: Object identifier for editing management. It’s a unique id. 

✔ Field Type: String 
� Iframe: true/false (true for html category) 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: true or false 

� link: html page url 
✔ Field Type: String 

● events:[START] // array of events 
� actionType: 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “drivehotspot” or “jump” or “link”; 

(“drivehospot” to trigger an action; “jump” to open a 
new 360 video; “link” to open a web page) 
 

● actionOptions: [START]   
       //Empty when actionType ="drivehotspot" ; none of the fields 
           below will be returned 

 
// When actionType ="jump" the field initialDegree will be 
returned 
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� initialDegree 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “defaultview” or “takeoffview” 
(“defaultview” the video starts at it native FOV 
position; “takeoffview” open the new video in the 
same camera position or the source video) 
 

// When actionType ="link" the field linkAction will be returned 
� linkAction 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “fullscreen” or “newwindow” 
(“fullscreen” the web page will be shown at full 
screen but embedded in the 360° video; 
“newwindows” the web page will be shown in a 
new window) 

● actionOptions: [END] 
● itemSelect: [START] 

// When actionType= "drivehotspot” will be returned an array of 
elements (value, name) 

� value: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value set in the field Id 

� name: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value set in the field name 
 

// When actionType= "jump” will be returned the following fields 
� fps: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� modifieddate: //latest modify date 

✔ Field Type: Date 
� type: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� size: // video size 

✔ Field Type: String 
� projection: // projection video i.e "equirectangular" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� codec: // codec video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� wh: // video resolution i.e "1280x720" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� duration: // video duration 
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✔ Field Type: float 
� cover: // link to cover video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� description: //video description 

✔ Field Type: String 
� key: // video name 

✔ Field Type: String 
// When actionType= "link” the “itemSelect:” is a string filled with 
url page to show. 

● itemSelect: [END] 
  

� idConfig // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and 
“link”; Filled when actionType= "jump”; 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value of the field processId 
� idVideo // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 

Filled when actionType= "jump” 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value of the field resourceName 
� tStart // defines the second to start displaying the new 

video - Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 
Filled when actionType= "jump” 

✔ Field Type: String 
� eventType //events permitted for the object 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: “onAppear” or “onDisappear” 
● events:[END] // array of events 
� vo:  //view options 

✔ onblinkduration: blink duration - to be considered if the onblink 
tag is filled as “true”. Valid only for image and text categories 
otherwise it must not be considered 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: fast or medium or slow 

✔ onblink: true/false. Valid only for image and text categories 
otherwise it must not be considered 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ fov: field of view true/false 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ ontopoptionsver: vertical position of object when object is out 
of the scene 
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▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: top or middle or down 

✔ ontopoptionshor: horizontal position of object when object is 
out of the scene 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: left or center or right 

✔ ontop: If it is filled as “true” ontopoptionsver and 
ontopoptionshor tags have a meaning. 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ showhotspot: if it filled as “true” it will be showed on the scene. 
▪ Field Type: Bool 
▪ Values: true or false (fixed) 

✔  none: Fixed or not on the screen 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false (fixed) 

Text: 
� Width: text area width 

✔ Field Type: String 
� height: text area height 

✔ Field Type: String 
� text: text content 

✔ Field Type: String 
� color: text color 

✔ Field Type: String 
� fontsize: text size 

✔ Field Type: String 
� background: background color text area 

✔ Field Type: String 
� backgroundobj: background color rgb text area 

✔ Field Type: String 
� backgroundAlpha: background alpha 

✔ Field Type: String 
� textalign: left/center/right 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: left or center or right 

� id: Object identifier for editing management. It’s a unique id. 
✔ Field Type: String 

� Iframe: true/false (false for text category) 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: false 
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� link: It’s not be used in text category 
● events:[START] // array of events 

� actionType: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “drivehotspot” or “jump” or “link”; 

(“drivehospot” to trigger an action; “jump” to open a 
new 360 video; “link” to open a web page) 
 

● actionOptions: [START]   
       //Empty when actionType ="drivehotspot" ; none of the fields 
           below will be returned 

 
// When actionType ="jump" the field initialDegree will be 
returned 

� initialDegree 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “defaultview” or “takeoffview” 
(“defaultview” the video starts at it native FOV 
position; “takeoffview” open the new video in the 
same camera position or the source video) 
 

// When actionType ="link" the field linkAction will be returned 
� linkAction 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “fullscreen” or “newwindow” 
(“fullscreen” the web page will be shown at full 
screen but embedded in the 360° video; 
“newwindows” the web page will be shown in a 
new window) 

● actionOptions: [END] 
● itemSelect: [START] 

// When actionType= "drivehotspot” will be returned an array of 
elements (value, name) 

� value: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value set in the field Id 

� name: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value set in the field name 

// When actionType= "jump” will be returned the following fields 
� fps: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� modifieddate: //latest modify date 
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✔ Field Type: Date 
� type: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� size: // video size 

✔ Field Type: String 
� projection: // projection video i.e "equirectangular" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� codec: // codec video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� wh: // video resolution i.e "1280x720" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� duration: // video duration 

✔ Field Type: float 
� cover: // link to cover video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� description: //video description 

✔ Field Type: String 
� key: // video name 

✔ Field Type: String 
 
// When actionType= "link” the “itemSelect:” is a string filled with 
url page to show. 

● itemSelect: [END] 
 

� idConfig // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and 
“link”; Filled when actionType= "jump”; 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value of the field processId 
� idVideo // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 

Filled when actionType= "jump”; 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value of the field resourceName 
� tStart // defines the second to start displaying the new 

video - Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 
Filled when actionType= "jump”; 

✔ Field Type: String 
� eventType //events permitted for the object 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: “onAppear” or “onDisappear” or “onGaze” or 

"onGazeLongerThan" 
● events:[END] // array of events 
� vo:  //view options 
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✔ onblinkduration: blink duration - to be considered if the onblink 
tag is filled as “true” 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: fast or medium or slow 

✔ onblink: true/false 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ fov: field of view true/false 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ ontopoptionsver: vertical position of object when object is out 
of the scene 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: top or middle or down 

✔ ontopoptionshor: horizontal position of object when object is 
out of the scene 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: left or center or right 

✔ ontop: If it is filled as “true” ontopoptionsver and 
ontopoptionshor tags have a meaning. 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ showhotspot: if it filled as “true” it will be showed on the scene. 
▪ Field Type: Bool 
▪ Values: true or false (fixed) 

✔  none: object in/out of the scene 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

Audio: 
� autoplay:  audio autoplay 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: true or false 

� loop: audio loop 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: true or false 

� name: audio name 
✔ Field Type: String 

� audioPath: public url to retrieve the audio 
✔ Field Type: String 

� id: Object identifier for editing management. It’s a unique id 
✔ Field Type: String 

� background: It’s not be used – Can be empty 
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✔ Field Type: String 
� backgroundAlpha: It’s not be used - Can be empty 

✔ Field Type: String 
� color: It’s not be used - Can be empty 

✔ Field Type: String 
� height: It’s not be used - Can be empty 

✔ Field Type: String 
� width: It’s not be used - Can be empty 

✔ Field Type: String 
● events:[START] // array of events 

� actionType: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “drivehotspot” or “jump” or “link”; 

(“drivehospot” to trigger an action; “jump” to open a 
new 360 video; “link” to open a web page) 
 

● actionOptions: [START]   
       //Empty when actionType ="drivehotspot" ; none of the fields 
           below will be returned 

 
// When actionType ="jump" the field initialDegree will be 
returned 

� initialDegree 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “defaultview” or “takeoffview” 
(“defaultview” the video starts at it native FOV 
position; “takeoffview” open the new video in the 
same camera position or the source video) 
 

// When actionType ="link" the field linkAction will be returned 
� linkAction 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “fullscreen” or “newwindow” 
(“fullscreen” the web page will be shown at full 
screen but embedded in the 360° video; 
“newwindows” the web page will be shown in a 
new window) 

● actionOptions: [END] 
● itemSelect: [START] 

// When actionType= "drivehotspot” will be returned an array of 
elements (value, name) 

� value: 
✔ Field Type: String 
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✔ Value: same value set in the field Id 
� name: 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value set in the field name 
 

// When actionType= "jump” will be returned the following fields 
� fps: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� modifieddate: //latest modify date 

✔ Field Type: Date 
� type: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� size: // video size 

✔ Field Type: String 
� projection: // projection video i.e "equirectangular" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� codec: // codec video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� wh: // video resolution i.e "1280x720" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� duration: // video duration 

✔ Field Type: float 
� cover: // link to cover video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� description: //video description 

✔ Field Type: String 
� key: // video name 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Field Filled: Yes 

// When actionType= "link” the “itemSelect:” is a string filled with 
url page to show. 

● itemSelect: [END] 
  

� idConfig // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and 
“link”; Filled when actionType= "jump”; 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value of the field processId 
� idVideo // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 

Filled when actionType= "jump”; 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value of the field resourceName 
� tStart // defines the second to start displaying the new 
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video - Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 
Filled when actionType= "jump”; 

✔ Field Type: String 
� eventType //events permitted for the object 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: “onAppear” or “onDisappear” or “onGaze” or 

"onGazeLongerThan" 
● events:[END] // array of events 
� vo:  //view options 

✔ onblinkduration: blink duration - to be considered if the onblink 
tag is filled as “true”. Valid only for image and text categories 
otherwise it must not be considered 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: fast or medium or slow 

✔ onblink: true/false. Valid only for image and text categories 
otherwise it must not be considered 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ fov: field of view true/false 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ ontopoptionsver: vertical position of object when object is out 
of the scene 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: top or middle or down 

✔ ontopoptionshor: horizontal position of object when object is 
out of the scene 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: left or center or right 

✔ ontop: If it is filled as “true” ontopoptionsver and 
ontopoptionshor tags have a meaning. 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ showhotspot: if it filled as “true” it will be showed on the scene. 
▪ Field Type: Bool 
▪ Values: true or false (fixed) 

✔  none: Fixed or not on the screen 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false (fixed) 

Textline: 
� text: text content 

✔ Field Type: String 
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� color: text color 
✔ Field Type: String 

� fontsize: text size 
✔ Field Type: String 

� background: background color text area (rgba format) 
✔ Field Type: String 

� backgroundobj: background color rgb text area 
✔ Field Type: String 

� backgroundAlpha: background alpha 
✔ Field Type: String 

� Iframe: true/false (false for textline category) 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: false 

� link: It’s not be used in text category 
● events:[START] // array of events 

� actionType: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “drivehotspot” or “jump” or “link”; 

(“drivehospot” to trigger an action; “jump” to open a 
new 360 video; “link” to open a web page) 
 

● actionOptions: [START]   
       //Empty when actionType ="drivehotspot" ; none of the fields 
           below will be returned 

 
// When actionType ="jump" the field initialDegree will be 
returned 

� initialDegree 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “defaultview” or “takeoffview” 
(“defaultview” the video starts at it native FOV 
position; “takeoffview” open the new video in the 
same camera position or the source video) 
 

// When actionType ="link" the field linkAction will be returned 
� linkAction 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “fullscreen” or “newwindow” 
(“fullscreen” the web page will be shown at full 
screen but embedded in the 360° video; 
“newwindows” the web page will be shown in a 
new window) 

● actionOptions: [END] 
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● itemSelect: [START] 
// When actionType= "drivehotspot” will be returned an array of 
elements (value, name) 

� value: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value set in the field Id 

� name: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value set in the field name 
 

// When actionType= "jump” will be returned the following fields 
� fps: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� modifieddate: //latest modify date 

✔ Field Type: Date 
� type: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� size: // video size 

✔ Field Type: String 
� projection: // projection video i.e "equirectangular" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� codec: // codec video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� wh: // video resolution i.e "1280x720" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� duration: // video duration 

✔ Field Type: float 
� cover: // link to cover video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� description: //video description 

✔ Field Type: String 
� key: // video name 

✔ Field Type: String 
// When actionType= "link” the “itemSelect:” is a string filled with 
url page to show. 

● itemSelect: [END] 
  

� idConfig // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and 
“link”; Filled when actionType= "jump”; 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value of the field processId 
� idVideo // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 
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Filled when actionType= "jump”; 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value of the field resourceName 
� tStart // defines the second to start displaying the new 

video - Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 
Filled when actionType= "jump”; 

✔ Field Type: String 
� eventType //events permitted for the object 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: “onAppear” or “onDisappear” 
● events:[END] // array of events 
� vo:  //view options 

✔ onscrollduration: It manages the textline scroll speed 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: low/medium/fast 

✔ onscrolldirection: It manages the textline scroll direction 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: right/left/unset 

✔ onscrolliteration: It manages the textline scroll iteration 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: oneshoot/loop 

✔ onscrolloptionstxt: texline content 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: free text 

✔ ontop: If it is filled as “true” always 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ showhotspot: if it filled as “true” it will be showed on the scene. 
▪ Field Type: Bool 
▪ Values: true or false (fixed) 

Shape: all the data will be returned in the field shapeobj 
 
Video2D: 

� pathresource: public url to retrieve the video 
✔ Field Type: String 

� nameresource: video name 
✔ Field Type: String 

� autoplay:  video autoplay 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: true or false 

� loop: video loop 
✔ Field Type: String 
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✔ Value: true or false 
● events:[START] // array of events 

� actionType: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “drivehotspot” or “jump” or “link”; 

(“drivehospot” to trigger an action; “jump” to open a 
new 360 video; “link” to open a web page) 
 

● actionOptions: [START]   
       //Empty when actionType ="drivehotspot" ; none of the fields 
           below will be returned 

 
// When actionType ="jump" the field initialDegree will be 
returned 

� initialDegree 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “defaultview” or “takeoffview” 
(“defaultview” the video starts at it native FOV 
position; “takeoffview” open the new video in the 
same camera position or the source video) 
 

// When actionType ="link" the field linkAction will be returned 
� linkAction 

✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “fullscreen” or “newwindow” 
(“fullscreen” the web page will be shown at full 
screen but embedded in the 360° video; 
“newwindows” the web page will be shown in a 
new window) 

● actionOptions: [END] 
● itemSelect: [START] 

// When actionType= "drivehotspot” will be returned an array of 
elements (value, name) 

� value: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value set in the field Id 

� name: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value set in the field name 
 

// When actionType= "jump” will be returned the following fields 
� fps: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� modifieddate: //latest modify date 
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✔ Field Type: Date 
� type: 

✔ Field Type: String 
� size: // video size 

✔ Field Type: String 
� projection: // projection video i.e "equirectangular" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� codec: // codec video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� wh: // video resolution i.e "1280x720" 

✔ Field Type: String 
� duration: // video duration 

✔ Field Type: float 
� cover: // link to cover video 

✔ Field Type: String 
� description: //video description 

✔ Field Type: String 
� key: // video name 

✔ Field Type: String 
// When actionType= "link” the “itemSelect:” is a string filled with 
url page to show. 

● itemSelect: [END] 
  

� idConfig // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and 
“link”; Filled when actionType= "jump”; 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value of the field processId 
� idVideo // Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 

Filled when actionType= "jump”; 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: same value of the field resourceName 
� tStart // defines the second to start displaying the new 

video - Empty when the field actionType = “drivehotspot” and “link”; 
Filled when actionType= "jump”; 

✔ Field Type: String 
� eventType //events permitted for the object 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Value: “onAppear” or “onDisappear” “onGaze” or "onGazeLongerThan" 
● events:[END] // array of events 
� vo:  //view options 

✔ onblinkduration: blink duration - to be considered if the onblink 
tag is filled as “true”. Valid only for image and text categories 
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otherwise it must not be considered 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: fast or medium or slow 

✔ onblink: true/false. Valid only for image and text categories 
otherwise it must not be considered 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ fov: field of view true/false 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false 

✔ ontopoptionsver: vertical position of object when object is out 
of the scene 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: top or middle or down 

✔ ontopoptionshor: horizontal position of object when object is 
out of the scene 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: left or center or right 

✔ ontop: If it is filled as “true” ontopoptionsver and 
ontopoptionshor tags have a meaning. 

▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: bottom or middle or top 

✔ showhotspot: if it filled as “true” it will be showed on the scene. 
▪ Field Type: Bool 
▪ Values: true or false (fixed) 

✔  none: Fixed or not on the screen 
▪ Field Type: String 
▪ Values: true or false (fixed) 

✔ y2d: position y relative to the  container defined with param 
envinronmentHeight 

▪ Field Type : int 
✔ x2d: position x relative to the container defined with param 

envinronmentWidth 
▪ Field Type : int 

✔ Free2d: If this param it’s true , for ontop position to refer 
y2d and x2d params. 
If this param it’s false for ontop position to refer y2d e x2d 
params  ontopoptionshor and ontopoptionsver 

▪ Field Type : Bool 
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compass It describes the compass presence and its possible values. For the old 
configurations the compass object can return empty without any of the fields 
reported below ( i.e.:  “compass : {}”) 
Filed Type Object 

� compassStatus: 
✔ Field Type: Boolean 
✔ Value: true (compass object is present) or false (object compass 
not present) 

� compassPosition: 
✔ Field Type: String 
✔ Values: “” (when “compassStatus” filed is filled to “false”) or  

BottomSX ( Bottom Left) or  BottomDX ( Bottom Right); TopSX (Top 
Left) or TopDX ( Top Right) 

resourceName It represents the file video name that we want to configure 
Field Type: String 
Mandatory: YES 

starttime It’s not used. 
Field Type: String 
Mandatory: NO - It can be NULL 

stoptime It’s not used 
Field Type: String 
Mandatory: NO - It can be NULL 

tEnd Represents the time expressed in seconds to hide the object from the scene 
Field Type: String 
Mandatory: YES 

tStart Represents the time expressed in second to start show the object in the scene 
Field Type: String 
Mandatory: YES 

videoSphereRadius The 3D environment is set with a sphere has a radius with that value 
Field Type: String 
Field Filled: YES 

x The object position in the 3D scene based on the three.js axis 
Field Type: String 
Mandatory: YES 

y The object position in the 3D scene based on the three.js axis 
Field Type: String 
Mandatory: YES 

z The object position in the 3D scene based on the three.js axis 
Field Type: String 
Mandatory: YES 

camerarotationz //for future use 
Field Type: String 

camerarotationy //for future use 
Field Type: String 

camerarotationx //for future use 
Field Type: String 
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camerapositionz //for future use 
Field Type: String 

camerapositiony //for future use 
Field Type: String 

camerapositionx //for future use 
Field Type: String 

sizeh //for future use 
Field Type: String 

sizew //for future use 
Field Type: String 

alpha //for future use 
Field Type: String 

scale //for future use 
Field Type: String 

turnz //for future use 
Field Type: String 

turnx //for future use 
Field Type: String 

turny //for future use 
Field Type: String 

shape // Filled if the field category = shape 
Field Type: String 
Values: shapecircle or shapetriangle or shapebox 

mentor It indicates if mentor merged in the video 
Field Type: String 
Field Filled: Yes 
Values: true or false 

fulltime It indicates if object is always present on the scene. If true, field tStart and tEnd 
will not be used 
Field Type: String 
Values: true or false 

consumerName Alternative video name – It can be NULL 
Field Type: String 

owner //MongoDB Identifier to the users table. 
Field Type: String 

publicVisibility //for future use 
Field Type: String 

compatibility // Array of 3 element 
� android: // Android compatible 

✔ Field Type: Boolean 
✔ Value: true or false 

� ios: // ios compatible 
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✔ Field Type: Boolean 
✔ Value: true or false 

� web: web payer compatible 
✔ Field Type: Boolean 
✔ Value: true or false 

status // Array of 2 elements 
� mentorized: //for future use 

✔ Field Type: Boolean 
✔ Value: true or false 

� published: // published and available for the players 
✔ Field Type: Boolean 
✔ Value: true or false 

shapeobj It represents the whole three.js object (geometry + materials). In the play phase, 
that will be load on the scene 
This field will be filled with an array of Tags if the field category is filled as “shape” 
otherwise it will not be sent 

videoobj It represents the whole three.js object (geometry + materials). In the play phase, 
that will be load on the scene 
This field will be filled with an array of Tags if the field category is filled as 
“video2d” otherwise it will not be sent 

typeMedia It replicates the value set in category fields when it is filled as “shape” or 
“video2d” otherwise it will not be sent. 
Field Type: String 
Field Filled: Yes 

envinronmentHeight It represents a value of Height of the container in case of FREE2D param “true” 
Field type : INT 

envinronmentWidth It represents a value of Width of the container in case of FREE2D param “true” 
Field type : INT 

 

 

2. POST /USERIDVALIDATION 

This function is invoked to validate the “UserID” credential. It returns the user information when the 
“userID” is correct otherwise the system returns back an error message. 

 

EndPoint https://hyper360.api.eng.it/H360/loginOmniPlayer 

Type POST 

Content-Type application/json 
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Input param { 

      "email":"01" 

} 

Response { 

    "message": { 

        "userId": "5cdab82d7ea7803e7f0571bc", 

        "token": "", 

        "name": "01", 

        "role": "editor", 

        "group": "RTI", 

        "uid": "5cdaba02f8674d30cc18fe52", 

        "session": "5d8c75c5730d2109d0b89908" 

    } 

} 
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3. GET /GETCONFIGURATIONLISTS 

It returns the configurations list stored in MongoBD for a specific video. In accordance on what 
discussed during the 4th Plenary meeting this service shall be extended to return back for each 
category, the videos list available and the players type (iOS, Android and Web) that is enable for 
playback. 

3.1. REQUEST 

Accept: Query String 

Parameters: 

● resourceName: resource (video) name 

3.2. RESPONSE 

An example of response is reachable from the follow REST service: 

https://hyper360.api.eng.it/GetConfigurationsLists?resourceName=vid_2018_07_10_18_15_43_20180711
093733_ott 

 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

    "message": [ 

  "config01", 

  "config02", 

"config03", 

                     ………. 

 ] 

} 

 

4. GET / GETVIDEOLISTS 

It returns the videos list available for payload. 

4.1. REQUEST 

Accept: Query String 

Parameters: 

● group: possible values allowed “RBB” or “RTI” or “ALL” 
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4.2. RESPONSE 

An example of response is reachable from the follow REST service: 

https://hyper360.api.eng.it/GetVideoLists?group=RBB 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

  "message": [ 

    { 

      "name": "CrimeScene", 

      "duration": 65.174, 

      "size": 38299906, 

      "width": 3840, 

      "height": 1920, 

      "codecname": "h264", 

      "cover": "film.jpg", 

      "modifieddate": "4/10/2018-15:6", 

      "fps": "29.97" 

    }, 

 

    { 

      "name": "Fontane_Kirche_kurz", 

      "duration": 101.888, 

      "size": 105137929, 

      "width": 2160, 

      "height": 1080, 

      "codecname": "h264", 

      "cover": "film.jpg", 

      "modifieddate": "5/3/2019-19:18", 

      "fps": "29.97" 

    }, 

    { 

      "name": "FritzStudio", 

      "duration": 116.25, 

      "size": 59630632, 

      "width": 3840, 
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      "height": 1920, 

      "codecname": "h264", 

      "cover": "FritzStudio.jpg", 

      "modifieddate": "4/10/2018-9:53", 

      "fps": "29.97" 

    }, 

    { 

      "name": "Hausmeister", 

      "duration": 14.314667, 

      "size": 90672628, 

      "width": 3840, 

      "height": 1920, 

      "codecname": "h264", 

      "cover": "Hausmeister.jpg", 

      "modifieddate": "21/12/2018-16:5", 

      "fps": "29.97" 

    }, 

    { 

      "name": "Klebeband-Spusi_1", 

      "duration": 17.92, 

      "size": 18519141, 

      "width": 2160, 

      "height": 1080, 

      "codecname": "h264", 

      "cover": "film.jpg", 

      "modifieddate": "3/1/2019-17:41", 

      "fps": "29.97" 

    }, 

  ] 

} 

5. GET / GETVIDEOANDCONFIGURATIONLIST 

It returns the video list and the related configurations. 

5.1. REQUEST 

Accept: Query String 
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Parameters: 

● group: possible values allowed “RBB” or “RTI”  or “ALL” 

● target : possible values allowed “IOS”or “ANDROID” or “WEB” or “HBBTV” or “VR” or “ALL” 

● published : possible values allowed  “true” or  “false” 

 

5.2. RESPONSE 

An example of response is reachable from the follow REST service: 

https://hyper360.api.eng.it/GetVideoAndConfigurationList?group=rti&published=true&target=all 

 

{ 
    "message": [ 
        { 
            "video": { 
                "name": "Milliarden", 
                "duration": 318.024, 
                "size": 1218819236, 
                "width": 3840, 
                "height": 1920, 
                "codecname": "h264", 
                "cover": "/RTI/Milliarden.jpg", 
                "modifieddate": "10/4/2019-9:51", 
                "group": "RTI", 
                "fps": "30.00" 
            }, 
            "configurations": [] 
        }, 
        { 
            "video": { 
                "name": "Milliarden_5dcd6ca7d1bc79e55ac1af22", 
                "duration": 318.024, 
                "size": 1218819236, 
                "width": 3840, 
                "height": 1920, 
                "codecname": "h264", 
                "cover": "RTI/film.jpg", 
                "modifieddate": "14/11/2019-16:2", 
                "group": "RTI", 
                "fps": "30.00" 
            }, 
            "configurations": [] 
        }, 
        { 
            "video": { 
                "name": "Sporting_intro", 
                "duration": 27.413333, 
                "size": 35672239, 
                "width": 3840, 
                "height": 1920, 
                "codecname": "h264", 
                "projection": "equirectangular", 
                "cover": "RTI/film.jpg", 
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                "modifieddate": "17/5/2019-11:4", 
                "group": "RTI", 
                "fps": "29.97" 
            }, 
            "configurations": [] 
        }, 
        { 
            "video": { 
                "name": "crime_Praesidium_01_Intro_1", 
                "duration": 420.202667, 
                "size": 433224673, 
                "width": 2160, 
                "height": 1080, 
                "codecname": "h264", 
                "projection": "equirectangular", 
                "cover": "RTI/film.jpg", 
                "modifieddate": "17/12/2019-14:26", 
                "group": "RTI", 
                "fps": "29.97" 
            }, 
            "configurations": [] 
        }, 
        { 
            "video": { 
                "name": "rollercoaster", 
                "duration": 179.258044, 
                "size": 60249256, 
                "width": 1280, 
                "height": 720, 
                "codecname": "h264", 
                "projection": "equirectangular", 
                "cover": "RTI/film.jpg", 
                "modifieddate": "10/4/2019-9:51", 
                "group": "RTI", 
                "fps": "29.97" 
            }, 
            "configurations": [ 
                { 
                    "_id": "45", 
                    "props": [ 
                        { 
                            "published": true, 
                            "target": { 
                                "vr": true, 
                                "hbbtv": true, 
                                "android": true, 
                                "ios": true, 
                                "web": true 
                            }, 
                            "consumerName": "provajump" 
                        } 
                    ] 
                }, 
                { 
                    "_id": "provavisi", 
                    "props": [ 
                        { 
                            "published": true, 
                            "target": { 
                                "vr": true, 
                                "hbbtv": true, 
                                "android": true, 
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                                "ios": true, 
                                "web": true 
                            }, 
                            "consumerName": "" 
                        } 
                    ] 
                } 
            ] 
        } 
    ] 
} 
 

6. INTEGRATION OMNIPLAYER-PROFILE/RECOMMENDATION ENGINE 

This chapter describes the integration among players (web, mobile) with profiler and 
recommendation systems. 
The process is composed by three phases: 

- Login/session (identification of the user) 
- Activity report (to report the activity of the user during the play of a video) 
- Getting recommendation (how to get the recommendations) 

 
Any phase is composed by one or more REST api invocation from the player to profiler and 
recommender systems 
 
Final recommendations are essentially composed by a list of the hotspots and to any hotspot is 
associated a weight between 0 (less recommended) and 1 (more recommended). See the sample 
below 
 
     “message”:  [ //list of the hotspots with weights 
             { 
       "_id": "5a7d6c6b271abc0014a2eaea",  
       "weight": 0.89 
              }, 
             { 
       "_id": "5a7d6bf3271abc0014a2eae9", 
       " weight ": 0.72 
              }, … 
 
The choice of which behavior to implement after the weight is left to the player. A possible 
choice suggested by CERTH is to use the weight as alpha channel to give more or less 
transparency to hotspots on the scene 
 
 
Login/session phase 
Anytime a user login himself to the platform the player call the api 1.1. POST /api/users 
If the user is new, he will get back his new generated uid from profiler otherwise he will get his 
standard uid 
Please notice that login from players does not consider usr/pwd process, but only identification via 
username. 
 

api api 1.1. POST /api/users 

endpoint http://hyper360.fokus.fraunhofer.de/profiling-engine/api/users 
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body Content-Type: application/json 
 {"name": "rbb01" } 

Response Content-Type: application/json 
{ 
       "_id": "6sewl430dsdssdk", 
       "name": " rbb01", 
        "createdAt": "2017-08-23T17:34:27.537Z", 
        "updatedAt": "2017-08-23T17:34:27.537Z" 
} 

 

This api will send back the unique id that Profiler and Recommender  internally use to identify the 
user. 
The "name" field it's optional, but it’s strongly suggested to fill in it anywat to simplify debug process. 
 

There is also a GET request to check if the uid is still in the DB 
api api 1.1. GET/api/users 

endpoint http://hyper360.fokus.fraunhofer.de/profiling-engine/api/users 

body  

Response Content-Type: application/json 
{ 
       "_id": "6sewl430dsdssdk", 
       "name": " rbb01", 
        "createdAt": "2017-08-23T17:34:27.537Z", 
        "updatedAt": "2017-08-23T17:34:27.537Z" 
} 

 

For the web player the loop is the following 
1. Login 
2. Check if there is a uid 

1. There’s not. call POST api and get a uid and save it 
2. There is. Call GET to check if there is still in DB 

1. There is. Ok go on 
2. There is not. Call Post api and update uid 

 
 

Anytime a user starts to use a player (web, mobile or VR), after  the login the player has to send a 
request to 2.1. POST /api/sessions to get the sessionid 

 

api api 2.1. POST /api/sessions 

endpoint http://hyper360.fokus.fraunhofer.de/profiling-engine/api/sessions 
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body Content-Type: application/json 
{"uid": "6sewl430dsdssdk"} 

Response Content-Type: application/json 
{ 
      "_id": "76sewl430dsdssdk", 
      "uid": "6sewl430dsdssdk", 
      "createdAt": "2017-08-23T17:34:27.537Z", 
      "updatedAt": "2017-08-23T17:34:27.537Z" 
} 

 
 
 
 

The uid in the request is the one we got back from the login api 
The _id in the response is the unique identifier you use internally for the session. 
Activity report phase 
The player invokes 3.1 POST /api/items anytime there is a specific activity during the session. 
The request includes: 

● uid (the unique user id)  
● sid the session id 

 Activities can be: 
                - fov (field of view) 
                - click (click on a specific hotspot) 
                - playback (audio/2dvideo over the 3d background) 
 

This request is not sent to the profiler as the previous ones but to the Semantic Engine 
 

The FOV request contains a list af all the hotspots that are in the file while the other ones contain 
just the only the hotspot involved in the activity 
api api 3.1. POST /api/items 

endpoint POST /api/interpret/transaction 
http://195.251.117.121:8080/api/interpret/transaction 

Body Content-Type: application/json 
FOV 
{ 
      “uid”:”6sewl430dsdssdk”,  
      "sid": "76sewl430dsdssdk", 
      "type": "fov", 
      "video": "videoid_confid", 
      "videoMetadata": { 
              "name":"myTitle", 
              "duration":"67862438682",   //millis 
              "configuration_name":"myconf", 
         "topic": "music festival" 
        }, 
       "startTime": "124521", // start time of the fov activity 
       "endTime": "545150", // end time of the fov activity 
       "phi": "30", 
       "theta": "60", 
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       "width": "300", 
        "height": "400", 
        “objects”:[ 
            { 
                "object": "_k329dk3", 
                "objectMetadata": { 
                      "type":"picture", 
                      "name":"arrow", // name of the picture 
                       “link”:”...........”, 
                       “connected_video”:””, 
                         "tags": [“tag_1”,” tag_2”,” tag_3”, ….] 
                } 
             }, 
             { 
                "object": "_pof29dk3", 
                "objectMetadata": { 
                      "type":"picture", 
                      "name":"dogtail", // name of the picture 
                         "tags": [“tag_1”,” tag_2”,” tag_3”, ….] 
               } 
             } 
        ] 
 } 
 

click 
{ 
      “uid”:”6sewl430dsdssdk”,  
      "sid": "76sewl430dsdssdk", 
      "type": "click", 
      "video": "videoid_confid", 
      "videoMetadata": { 
              "name":"myTitle", 
              "duration":"67862438682",   //millis 
              "configuration_name":"myconf", 
         "topic": "music festival" 
        }, 
       "startTime": "124521", // start time of the fov activity 
       "endTime": "545150", // end time of the fov activity 
        “objects”:[ 
            { 
                "object": "_k329dk3", 
                "objectMetadata": { 
                      "type":"picture", 
                      "name":"arrow", 
                         "tags": [“tag_1”,” tag_2”,” tag_3”, ….] 
                } 
             } 
        ] 
 } 
 

playback 
{ 
      “uid”:”6sewl430dsdssdk”,  
      "sid": "76sewl430dsdssdk", 
      "type": "playback", 
      "video": "videoid_confid", 
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      "videoMetadata": { 
              "name":"myTitle", 
              "duration":"67862438682",   //millis 
              "configuration_name":"myconf", 
             "topic": "music festival" 
        }, 
       "startTime": "124521", // start time of the fov activity 
       "endTime": "545150", // end time of the fov activity 
        “objects”:[ 
            { 
                "object": "_k329dk3", 
                "objectMetadata": { 
                      "type":"video2d", 
                      "name":"myBirthdayParty", 
                       “duration":"457897",   //millis 
                         "tags": [“tag_1”,” tag_2”,” tag_3”, ….] 
                } 
             } 
        ] 
 } 
 

 

The fields "video" and "videoMetadata" are related to the 360° background video. 
Please notice that startTime" and endTime are different only for FOV events, for click and playback 
events we send only the initial time. 
 

Getting Recommendation phase (Integration Player-Recommendation engine) 
When a user starts to play a video the player will invoke the engine  (service POST  /api/recom) to 
get the weight of any hotspot. 
It’s up to the player to implement the criteria to give more prominence to specific hotspots according 
to the weight. 
In a first phase we’ll consider a unique timeslot for the whole duration of the video. In a second time 
we’ll consider to implement shorter timeslots (ex 30 sec) to improve the performances of the engine 
 

api POST POST  /api/recom 

endpoint http://195.251.117.121:8080/api/recom 

body Content-Type: application/json 
{ 
    “subsystem”: “IOS_PLAYER”, //other values “WEB_PLAYER”, “ANDROID_PLAYER”  
     “tid”: "76sewl430dsdssdk",  //session id 
     “uid”: “9874wbndf2n398”, //user id 
      “ resourceName”: “video12_conf1”, // unique id for video and configuration  
   "topic": "gym-exercise", 
     "startTime": "124521", // start time of the timeslot 
     "endTime": "545150", // end time of the the timeslot 
       “message”: [ //list of the hotspot 

{ 
"_id": "5a7d6bf3271abc0014a2eae9",     // internal MongoDB id 
"description": "Make your lamp",              // Description 

             "tags": [“tag_1”,” tag_2”,”tag_3”, ….]        // This field is filled with the tag lists. 
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}, 
{ 
"_id": "5a7d6c6b271abc0014a2eaea",         // internal MongoDB id 
"description": "Choose your sofa",             // Description 

             "tags": [“tag_1”,” tag_2”,”tag_3”, ….]        // This field is filled with the tag lists. 
}, 

    ] 
} 

Response Content-Type: application/json 
{ 
    “subsystem”: “IOS_PLAYER”,  // must be filled with the same value in input 
     “tid”: "76sewl430dsdssdk”,     // must be filled with the same value in input 
     “uid”: “end-used user name”, // user id 
     “timestamp_in”: “8768487687”, // timestamp when the system has received the request, 
     “timestamp_out”: 76897979798“”   // timestamp when the system has sent the request, 
     “message”:  [ //list of the hotspots with weights 
             { 
       "_id": "5a7d6c6b271abc0014a2eaea",  
       "weight": 0.89 
              }, 
             { 
       "_id": "5a7d6bf3271abc0014a2eae9", 
       " weight ": 0.72 
              }, ... 
     ] 
} 
 

 
 

TABLE ERROR CODES 
Code Message Description 
200 request was successful  

400 malformed request  

500 internal server error  

Table 1: Error code message 

 

 


